Service composition has become commonplace nowadays, in large part due to the increased complexity of software and supporting networks. Composition can be of many types, for instance sequential, prioritising, non-deterministic. However, a fundamental feature of the services to be composed consists in their dependencies with respect to each other. In this paper we propose a theory of service dependency, modelled around a dependency operator in the Action Systems formalism. We analyze its properties, composition behaviour, and refinement conditions with accompanying examples.
Introduction
Dependency can be of several types, for instance we can think of type and format dependencies between data producers and data consumers or of signature and semantic dependencies between service providers and service users. Moreover, when getting serviced by various service providers, we depend on them in ways not yet formally understood. As our contemporary digital activities (such as online banking or shopping) are based on service providers, that use in their turn other service providers, we need to better understand the composition types between all the involved services. More interestingly, composing services that depend on each other in various ways adds a special flavor to the problem.
In this paper we define dependency via a specific operator and analyze its properties especially in correlation with previously defined and studied composition operators. Our study is developed in the Action Systems [6] formal framework. Analysis includes examining basic algebraic properties in the formal Action Systems framework as well as detailing how refinement applies to dependency.
Action Systems is a state-based formal method for modeling distributed systems. Introduced in 1983, when CSP [17] and CCS [21] where the major modeling formalisms, it differed from them in that it proposed an overall approach of a system. CSP and CCS are process algebras, modeling the behavior of the processes of a system, together with their interactions. The basic idea of Action Systems is to model the overall system behavior, often in an abstract manner. The genericity of such abstractions are not problematic because Action Systems is built around the concept of refinement: a specification can be correctly developed from a more abstract to a more concrete form, by following formal rules for such developments. Nowadays, Action Systems are very resemblant of the Event-B [1] formal method, which is, in fact, based on it and on the B-method [2] . Notable for Event-B is an associated theorem prover, the Rodin platform [3] , in which one can edit the system models and get automatically the proof obligations to prove, in order for the models to be correct with respect to various properties. Action Systems remains to this day much more general and flexible than Event-B, even if it has the downside of missing an equivallent tool platform. However, we set up our study of dependency in Action Systems, because of its flexibility. Once we understand all the concepts well, we plan to move our understanding into the Rodin platform, in form of a theory of actions. This is still very preliminary; we mention some thoughts on this in the conclusions.
Hence, the contribution of this paper consists in modelling dependency in a state-based formalism via a dedicated operator. We analyse fundamental properties of this operator, including refinement, and emphasise various examples relevant to our discussion. We believe this is the beginning of a series of studies on dependency, as it has become such an intricate phenomenon in our digitalised society.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we discuss Action Systems to the extent needed in this paper, after which in Section 3 we introduce and analyse the dependency operator. Refinement laws for dependency are studied in Section 4, and in Section 5 we outline an example that illustrates some of the introduced concepts. We conclude the paper with highlights of future work in Section 6.
Action Systems -a Revisit
The Action System framework was introduced by Back and Kurki-Suonio in 1983 [6] for modeling distributed systems. It has been investigated and extensively developed for about two decades, prominently by Back, Sere, von Wright, Sekerinski, Butler, and colleagues [8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30] . An Action Systems overview appears in [23] .
In the following we revisit some of the fundamental building blocks of Action Systems that will then be employed for studying dependency.
Preliminaries
An action system consists of a state that can be evaluated and modified by a finite set of actions. The state models the problem domain of the system via a finite set of variables: at any moment, the state contains the values of these variables. The state can also be described as a predicate understood as the conjunction of predicates describing the values of the variables, for instance the state can be described as x = 5 ∧ y = 10, where x and y are the state variables. The value of a variable can be read and modified by an action. Each action can read and modify a subset of the state variables. An action system is not necessarily regarded in isolation, but as a part of a more complex system. The rest of the system (the environment) communicates with the action system using different mechanisms such as global variables or exported procedures [28] .
An action system A has the following form:
Here x = x 1 , . . . , x n are the variables of the system A , S 0 is a statement initializing them, while A i , i = 1, . . . , m, are the actions of the system. Variables in x may be exported, in the sense that they can be read, or written, or both read and written by environment actions. We refer to a local variable of A that is not exported as private. The imported variables y = y 1 , . . . , y k are declared in the environment of A . We assume that x ∩ y = / 0 and refer to x ∪ y as the global variables of A . Notation-wise, we observe that the boundary of the system A is denoted with brackets |[...]|; the entities inside the brackets are defined within A while the entities outside the brackets (namely, y) are not. Inside A we observe the sequence ; with its two parts: the first consists of the variable declaration and initialisation and the second consists of a do ... od loop containing the actions separated by the nondeterministic choice operator []. We explain the execution model shortly, upon understanding the form and semantics of actions.
An action is an atomic statement that can change the values of the local or global variables of the action system. An action A can be described by the following grammar: ' . We note here that the actions (2) are suitable for specification, being rather abstract. For instance, the more deterministic sequential and prioritising compositions are missing, although they are well known for Action Systems. We discuss them shortly. The semantics of an action A is described in terms of the weakest precondition predicate transformer wp, in the style of Dijkstra [14] . The weakest precondition predicate transformer relates the state of the system after an action A has taken place (the postcondition q of A) to the widest possible state of the system before the action A has taken place (weakest precondition of A with respect to q). In this way, it completely describes an action by defining from what precondition one should start in order to arrive at a desired postcondition. Given a postcondition q, the function wp(A, q) is defined below for actions (2) :
The details of the definition of this function are studied elsewhere [8, 28] . Here we just discuss an intuitive understanding of this semantical way of defining actions. Consider action skip: it is clear that, to arrive at a postcondition q by doing nothing in terms of state changes, one should start from the same precondition q. Consider also the assignment x : = v : what we want to happen when such an assignment is executed is that the variables x should end up with values v and all the other variables should keep their values; hence, to arrive at a postcondition q after executing x : = v , we need to replace all occurrences of x in q with v . The action abort is a special case, denoting an abandonment of computation; to arrive at postcondition q when such an abandonment takes place is impossible, hence, there is no state from where one could get to q via abort; hence, wp(abort, q) = false. For action p → A, we execute A to get to q, but only when p holds; hence, we need to start in a state where wp(A, q) holds when p holds. When p does not hold, then nothing happens, so one can start from anything; in this case 'anything' is modelled by true. The nondeterministic choice A 1 [] A 2 is perhaps the most interesting of the actions (2), as it means that either A 1 or A 2 can take place, but there is no way to know in advance which of them actually takes place; hence, in order to get to q with A 1 [] A 2 we must be prepared and start from a state in which both wp(A 1 , q) and wp(A 2 , q) hold.
A useful property of the wp predicate transformer is to characterize the termination of an action: if wp(A, true) = true, then we say that A terminates (also referred to as always terminating [28] ). This can be interpreted so that true is a postcondition describing the state of the system without any restriction: the variables could have any values. Thus, if for an action A we have that wp(A, true) = true, then we know nothing about how this action works except that it terminates.
The predicate transformer wp is also conjunctive, as defined below; this property is useful when doing wp-calculations, as we will see in Section 3.
Equality of actions Based on the wp predicate transformer we can compare various (compositions of) actions. We are interested only in the input-output behaviour of actions, in terms of state changes, hence we consider two actions to be equal if they always start from the same weakest precondition in order to achieve the same postcondition, for all possible postconditions:
Enabledness An important property of an action is its enabledness, defined via the action's guard: we say that an action is enabled when its guard holds. We are interested in 'functional' states when modeling, namely those from where actions achieve useful postconditions; for this, we exclude those states from which an action establishes postcondition false, which models an impossible state. Hence, we define the guard of A, denoted g(A), as ¬wp(A, false): this gives those states in which action A behaves in a functional way. The actions (2) have the following guards:
Actions whose guards are always true are called always enabled [28] , for instance an assignment or a skip action are always enabled. The action p → A is enabled when both p and g(A) hold:
When we think of an action A having the guard g(A), the guardless 'rest' of the action is syntactically referred to as the body b(A) of action A, so that g(b(A)) = true. Thus, we can write action A as A = g(A) → b(A). The study of action guards appears in the Action Systems literature, for instance in [8, 26, 28] , to support various other constructs. As enabledness is very important for service dependency, in this paper we study guards themselves in more detail. Notation-wise, whenever convenient we write gA instead of g(A) and similarly we write bA instead of b(A).
Example 1 Lets assume we have a simple road crossing as the one illustrated in Figure 1 . We model the two crossing roads as four segments labelled A, B , C , D. The action system C C B below describes a simple behavior of a car entering the crossing at segment B . 
The car on segment B can only go through the crossing if the light is green. The state of C C B is described by two variables light and loc, the first modeling the crossing lights and the second the location of the car on one of the four segments A, B , C , D. We can see examples of assignments in this small Action System, as well as of guards and non-determinism. Actions A 1 and A 2 switch between the lights. Action A 3 models that the location of the car can change from B to C or D only when the car is at location B (loc = B ) and the crossing lights are green (light = green). In this case, the location is non-deterministically changed to either C or D: loc :
The execution model
The execution of an action system A as in (1) is the following. The initialisation S 0 sets the variables to some specific values. Then, from the enabled actions, one is non-deterministically chosen and executed: this means that the chosen action changes the values of its accessed variables in a way that is determined by the action body. The variables that are not accessed by that action keep their values unchanged. The execution of any action is atomic: this means that, once the action is selected for execution, it will execute without interference from other actions. The computation terminates when no action is enabled. This means that the state will evolve no more, fixing the final values of the variables forever. The action system C C B is non-terminating, as the lights will keep switching via actions A 1 and A 2 . Upon initialisation, after the lights become green, both actions A 2 and A 3 are enabled: if A 2 is chosen for execution, then the lights change back to red , and then only A 1 is enabled. When lights = green and A 3 is chosen for execution, then the car will go straight on, advancing to segment D or to the right, advancing to segment C . Such an execution model is similar to Dijkstra's guarded iteration statement [14] , showing Action Systems can model sequential executions. Parallelism can also be modelled in the framework, by interleaving. In such a parallel execution model, actions that do not access each other's variables and are enabled at the same time can be executed in parallel. This is possible because their sequential execution in any order has the same result. Execution models are detailed in [4, 5, 10] .
Execution of any action cannot be guaranteed in the Action System framework. This is due to assuming no notion of fairness in the model [4] . Fairness [20] , as a property that concurrent systems may have, can be of several forms. One of the most used forms, referred also as strong fairness, means that an action is infinitely often executed if it is infinitely often enabled. Having no assumptions of fairness implies that true non-determinism can be modeled with Action Systems. Also, properties proved for a sequential execution of an action system A as in (1) still hold when a parallel execution is assumed for A [4, 7] . This feature is important because the theory supporting proofs about sequential executions is rich, see for example [14, 16] .
More deterministic composition operators
The actions (2) can model abstract specifications, that include non-determinism as an abstraction mechanism. We now focus on two action composition operators that enable more determinism in the specifications. We extend the grammar (2) as follows:
Here 'A 1 // A 2 ' is the prioritising composition of two actions 'A 1 ' and 'A 2 ' and 'A 1 ; A 2 ' is the sequential composition of two actions 'A 1 ' and 'A 2 ':
Prioritising composition One reason behind defining the // operator between actions if that of coordination. The underlying execution model of Action Systems is non-deterministic, i.e., the scheduling of certain actions for execution cannot be guaranteed. However, when modeling coordination we need to enforce the execution of specific actions. The notion of coordination was therefore defined in terms of prioritising composition for Action Systems in [15, 27] . We say that the action A 1 coordinates the action A 2 . Essentially, action A 1 has a higher priority than action A 2 : A 1 can be executed if it is enabled, while A 2 can be executed if it is enabled and A 1 is not enabled.
Example 2
To see an example of prioritising composition, lets think again about a simple crossing, but this time without the crossing lights and with two cars trying to pass through it, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Assume both cars just want to continue on their roads and so, without crossing lights, we need to take into account the right-of-way priority: the car coming from the East will have priority over the car coming from the South. We have the following two actions modeling the desired movement of the two cars: Figure 2 : A simple crossing with two cars
Here, action A 4 models the desired movement of the car from the South, while action A 5 models the desired movement of the car from the East. Assuming right-hand traffic, the right-of-way is modeled by the prioritised composition A 5 // A 4 : action A 4 will execute when enabled and when action A 5 is disabled.
The weakest precondition with respect to a predicate q and the guard of A 1 // A 2 are, respectively:
Sequential composition For specifying sequentiality, we use the ; operator. This is, in fact, one of the fundamental operators in [14] , defined as follows: A 1 ; A 2 behaves as A 1 if A 1 is enabled, then, when A 1 terminates, as A 2 if A 2 is enabled; otherwise, the sequence A 1 ; A 2 is not enabled [11] . The weakest precondition with respect to a predicate q and the guard of A 1 ; A 2 are, respectively:
A useful construct for working with actions is also the assumption 
Based on assumption and sequential composition, we define the following:
Definition (11) In the context of the above definitions, we rephrase the guard g(A 1 ; A 2 ) of A 1 ; A 2 (9) as follows: A 1 should be enabled and should enable A 2 upon its termination. We observe that A 2 does not need to be enabled before A 1 terminates.
We present below two more properties of the assumption construct, that are instrumental in this paper. First, we can split an assumption made of a conjunction of predicates into sequential (and commutative) assumptions, as described in (14):
Property (14) 
The Dependency Operator
Having briefly reviewed the composition operators of actions, we now turn our attention to modelling dependency. The dependency operator, \\, has already been introduced [22] as follows:
where
The weakest precondition with respect to a predicate q and the guard of A 1 \\A 2 are, respectively:
The interpretation of this operator is as follows. We say that A 1 depends on A 2 , because it needs A 2 to be enabled before and after its own (A 1 's) execution. In its turn, in the simple sequential composition A 1 ; A 2 it is only necessary for A 2 to be enabled after A 1 's execution. To better see this difference between the two action compositions, we decompose A 1 ; A 2 and A 1 \\A 2 , based on (10), as follows:
Hence, gA 2 acts as an invariant for bA 1 , as observed in 20: it should hold before and after bA 1 takes place.
Example 3 Let us assume the situation of a customer waiting to be served at a bank. In Finland, customers get each a queue number from a machine and wait for their number to be displayed on a screen, with an indication to which cashier to proceed. Once in front of the right cashiers, customers get serviced and get each a receipt for their service, printed by a printer at the cashier's desk. Assume we have three actions for a customer-server provider pair:
• Action A 1 = gA 1 → bA 1 , where gA 1 models that a customer has a queue number and bA 1 models that the customer waits to be served;
• Action A 2 = gA 2 → bA 3 , where gA 2 models that the customer's number is called by a cashier (displayed on a screen) and bA 2 models that the cashier provides the desired service as well as commands the printing of the receipt;
• Action A 3 = gA 3 → bA 3 , where gA 3 models that the (service provider's) printer has paper and bA 3 models that this printer prints the receipt.
We have obviously a sequence between A 1 and A 3 . The condition gA 3 that the printer has paper needs to hold before the cashier presses the 'print' button on his screen; if gA 3 does not hold before that, then the cashier needs to do some other actions, for instance replenishing the paper. We will now study several properties of the dependency operator. We begin by observing the following:
Hence, we can use either (17), (20) or (21) to express A 1 \\A 2 .
Commutativity and Associativity The dependency operator \\ is based on the sequential composition ;. We know from basic theory that A 1 ; A 2 = A 2 ; A 1 only in special cases. In general, ; is not commutative and correspondingly, \\ is not commutative either.
We now consider associativity of \\. We have the following: By a similar computation, we have: (20), (21), (14), (15) Since ; is associative, we obtain that \\ is associative only when gA 3 is an invariant for A 1 , i.e., when A 1 cannot disable A 3 (12):
Distributivity We now check the distributivity of \\ over ;. We have the following:
Hence, we have that:
With respect to the distributivity of ; over \\, we have the following calculations: Hence, the associativity of ; over \\ holds only if gA 3 and bA 1 commute, for instance when gA 3 = true or when bA 1 and gA 3 have no variables in common. We thus have:
We now check the distributivity of \\ over [] and // . We have the following:
Hence, \\ distributes over [] to the left:
By a similar proof we can show that \\ distributes over [] to the right as well. We do not show here the proof, for space purposes. Hence, we also have:
For checking the distributivity of \\ over // , we have the following calculations:
Hence, \\ distributes over // to the left conditionally, if A 1 cannot enable A 2 (13):
For distribution to the right we have:
Hence, \\ distributes over // to the right:
Refinement
We now shortly present the refinement relation between actions, discuss the relationship between ; and \\ with respect to refinement, as well as some monotonicity properties that are relevant for the dependency operator \\.
Refinement between actions
We say that action A 1 is refined by action A 2 , denoted A 1 A 2 , if the weakest precondition of the former implies the weakest precondition of the latter, with respect to the same postcondition q, for all postconditions q:
The desired meaning of action refinement is that action A 2 is more deterministic than action A 1 ; this can be expressed as strengthening the guard (gA 2 ⇒ gA 1 ) and reducing non-determinism (e.g.,
Sequence is refined by dependency We have that A 1 ; A 2 A 1 \\A 2 , based on the following calculations:
If we denote gA 1 by a, gA 2 by b, and wp(bA 1 , gA 2 ⇒ wp(bA 2 , q)) by c, we have to show that (a ⇒ c) ⇒ (a ∧ b ⇒ c), which holds. Hence, we have that:
The reverse relation holds only if gA 1 ⇒ gA 2 , hence:
Monotonicity Nondeterministic choice [] and sequential composition ; are monotonic with respect to refinement in both operands:
We first check the monotonicity of the dependency operator \\ in its left operand. Assume A 1 A 2 : Hence, we have that the dependency operator is monotonic in its right operand with respect to refinement conditionally, namely if gA 2 ⇒ gA 1 :
A Train Example
We now present highlights from a larger case study on token movements on a trajectory. The trajectory is illustrated in Figure 3 . Tokens can move in any direction and can entry and exit at any of the marginal segments, i.e, {L, B , G, M , N }. For simplicity we assume we only have one token in this paper, that needs to move from L to N . We discuss the T S Action System below, noting that it is inspired by a case study on train movements introduced in [1] . Here, we exclude traffic lights, switches and the possibility of one train occupying several segments, but add the possibility of loops. The T S action system can be thought of as a one-lane road system or communication network.
A token is an element under transportation in the network of slots connected to each other, realistically a packet, a car or anything with a 'reverse gear'. A token enters the network from a slot and exits the network from another slot, its destination. The token occupies at most one slot in the network at any given moment. The token is aware of its destination; this is a slot 'consuming' the token, like the IP-address in a TCP/IP packet or the end stop of a bus. Each slot is occupied by a token or is 'null', i.e., not occupied. Moreover, a non-empty subset of the slots may construct a loop that has a direction of looping, much like a roundabout.
In order for a token to advance from its point of entry towards its point of exit, dependency is crucial. Advancing from a slot to the next is an atomic action. Here the action relies on a token in the current slot but depends on the next slot not to be occupied, i.e. being in slot A and advancing to slot B is a situation where B 's slot needs to be non-occupied, written A\\B . Thus, only if B can provide the service of admitting occupancy to the token, may the token be moved. When a token is advancing in the other direction, the dependency relation is, naturally, inversed: B \\A. For this, each slot is associated with two actions: fA, when a token is moved from slot A and tA, with a token is moved to slot A. Their corresponding guards are denoted gfA, gtA and their corresponding bodies are denoted bfA, btA, with f for "from" and t for "to". Consider the set, SLOTS and the string token; SLOTS contains the names of the slots. We use the convention that slots are identified with capital letters and tokens with non-capital letters. We initialise these two sets as follows: SLOTS = {L, A, B , D, E , G, F , K , I , J , M , H , N } and token = a. Here the token occupies the following slots in this order: L, A, B , D, K , J , X *, N , where X is the loop I , K , F , E , D, K , J and * stands for 0 to n times parsing the loop. Thus, the token may loop any number of times, but shall eventually exit the loop at J . 
We notice that all choices are nondeterministic, implying that a token may loop forever instead of exiting. For this, the // operator may be used. Thus, we revise the loop exiting action as follows:
Realistically, this means that if the token destination implies an exit, it will exit the loop if the next slot is not occupied.
Conclusions
In this paper we have initiated a study on a dedicated dependency operator, modeled via the Action Systems formalism. We have studied its commutativity, associativity, and distributivity over other composition operators, as well as its refinement rules. We have illustrated various concepts with several examples.
Action Systems is a state-based formalism, similar in that to Event-B [1] , Z [29] , Unity [13] (and its MobileUnity [24] extension), TLA [18] , etc. One of the most popular such state-based formalisms is Event-B at the moment, justifiably based on the tool support as well as the refinement paradigm it promotes. Action Systems had an attempt at building a theorem prover tool, namely the Refinement Calculator [12] , but that was a bit ahead of its time and was abandoned due to complexity and low interactivity. Action Systems are however highly flexible and versatile, also promoting modularity in a natural manner still not common to Event-B (but out of scope in this paper as well). Being able to model sequentiality, prioritised composition, dependency and reasoning about their properties is a clear advantage that Action Systems provide. Now, the next step is to be able to save all these operators and properties as a theory of actions, for instance via the theory plugin [19] in the Rodin platform, and being able to reuse such a theory in various contexts.
